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Summary

The "Parallel Beam" approach to steel framing makes use of composite and continuous
construction to give a cost effective answer for industrial and commercial structures. In this
study, the actual behaviour of parallel beams having double channel profiles as beam is

investigated. The aim of the study is to provide moment-rotation characteristics and

corresponding parameters of this kind of connections.

1. Introduction

The steel frame is ideally suited to satisfy the most stringent commercial, architectural and

engineering demands for quality, speed, economy and flexibility. Several alternative systems for
providing "Fast-Built" construction have been developed over the past few years. The Parallel
Beam approach to steel framing makes use of composite and continuous construction to give a

cost effective answer foi industrial and commercial structures. It is especially beneficial for
buildings with high service contents. The aims are to:

-Reduce the number of members,
-Reduce the weight of the beams by means of continuity,
-Simplify connections,
-Allow simple service integration,
-Reduce cost.

A building profits from a steel frame designed in this way because it gives flexible service
layouts and can be fabricated and erected quickly, at reduced cost.

The response of steel frames is also influenced by the mechanical properties of the joints
(strength, stillness, rotation capacity). In practice, the joints are usually considered as either rigid
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or pinned. Research has shown that liantes with semi-rigid joints can be'more economical than
frames with rigid or pinned joints.

In recent years, many researchers have published papers discussing the influences of connection
rigidity on steel frame structures for different types of connections. In this study, the actual
behaviour of Parallel Beams having double channel profiles as beams is investigated. The aim of
the study is to provide moment-rotation characteristics and corresponding parameters of the. this
kind of connections. As known for the pre-design stage there is a need for simple rules to
estimate the mechanical properties of the joints. Because of the shortage of the knowledge about
the real behaviour of this kind ofjoints and the non-existance of the simple rules for pre-designed
in the Codes, the moment-rotation curves of the tested joints are obtained to be the starting point
of a general research protect aimed to extend for this type of connections. The test programme
performed at the Structural Laboratories of Istanbul Technical University and consisted of six
full-scale connections. Both strong and weak axis connections were tested.

2. Experimental Programme

In the programme six specimens were tested. In each specimen, the beam is composed with
double L 300 profiles and the column has HE 280 B profile as cross-section. A schematic view of
the test set-up for the full-scale tests is shown in Fig. 1. The testing frame was anchored on the

testing floor of the laboratories and aimed to resist the applied load and the support reactions.
Accessories clamped on the testing slab whose rigidity can be considered as infinite. A load-cell
which has been stated at the end point of the cantilever was used to measure the vertical load.

/•'/g. /. The lexI set-up
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The material oftlie specimens is Fe 360 (St 37) structural steel and the strength of the material is

tested and proved at the laboratories. The bolts used in connections are in 10.9 quality. In strong
axis connections eighteen and in weak axis connections twelve electronic strain-gages were
mounted on the beam web to determine the vertical and horizontal variations of"the strains. In
each specimen eleven comparameters were used to measure the displacements. One of them was
located under the load point and the rest at the connection.

Three of the samples are strong axis connections in which the webs of the twin channels are
connected by nine bolts to the two plates welded to the column flanges by fillet welds. Other
three samples are weak axis connections and in these the webs oftlie beams are directly
connected by six bolts to the flanges oftlie column (Fig.2).
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/•'if;. 2. Test specimens

3. Test Procedure

Due to the acting load (V), (I.) being the distance from the edge to the connection, a shearing
force equal to the value of (V) and a bending moment equal to the value of (VI.) occured at the
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connection. The load (V) was increased step by step and in each step of the loading,
displacements were measured by coinparameters. After each displacement, the load was allowed
to stabilize until there was no further movement. First the load was increased progressively until
the bending moment reaches sixty percent of the elastic moment resistance of the cross-section.
Then the samples were unloaded. The specimens were loaded and unloaded in the same way for
a second time. In the third loading case, the load was increased until the connection collapses.
The strains were recorded during the tests for all levels of the load by strain-gages mounted at the

edges of the bolts.

4. Behaviour and Failure of Connections

The study of the bolt holes after completion of each test indicated that all of the connections
failed by bolt hole yielding. From the observation of the bolt holes, it is found that the centre of
rotation of the connection is located nearly on the centre of gravity of the bolts. The design
moment of the connection obtained from the test results is equal to the moment value obtained
from the evaluation of the moment resistance using the method given in Ref [1]. The centre of
rotation at the connection can approximately be determined from the strain distribution. As seen

from the examination of the bolt holes, the most deformed bolt hole is the one which located at

/•7g. J. Strain-gages records
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llic latest distance from eolation centre ofthe connection. No déformation lias been observed for
the bolt hole located at the centre. The load-dclbrniation relationships at the edges ofthe holes

were obtained from the records of strain-gages during the tests. One ofthe records for strong axis
connections is given in l'ig.3.

In the strong axis connections, the fillet welds showed 110 sign of yielding during the tests.

An evaluation ofthe test datas showed that, in general, a plot of applied moment versus to the

rotation ofthe beam gave the best qualitative description ofthe connection behaviour. Location
ofthe comparameters used in the tested samples is shown in Fig.2. The rotation (if) ofthe beam

is obtained from div iding the difference between the measured and calculated deflection of its

vertical displacement by the length (L). The calculated deflection is occured due to the bending
and shear of the beam. The moments and corresponding rotations ofthe connections
obtained from three test specimens for strong and other three for weak axis connections are

plotted 011 two separate (M-ij) diagrams. Then a continuous curve is plotted for each type ofthe
connection using these tests prints (Figs.4a-4b). As seen front Figs.4a-4b, unlike the strong and

weak axis connections designed by 1 profiles, there is not much difference between the diagrams
of such the strong and weak axis connections, designed by double channel profiles, Ref [2],

Fig.-la. M-<(> diagram of the strong axis connections

The rotations of the joints evaluated using the corresponding comparemeters are seen in Figs.fa¬
sh. It is seen from these diagrams that the column is not effective 011 the behaviour of the tested

connections. The bolt hole yielding is the most effective component on the moment resistance of
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all tl\c connections so. there is not much difference between the diagrams of strong and weak axis
connection types tested m this study.

225 0 —

Fig.4b. diagram of the weak axis connections
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f'ig 5a. Rotation of the strong axis joints
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Fig. 5b. Rotation of the weak axis joints

Fig.6 shows the moment-rotation behaviours of the typical steel connections. The classification

boundary according to Eurocode 3 is included in the figure, Ref [3]. Using (M-<j> diagrams, m
and $ values are obtained for the two types of the tested connections and plotted on the same

diagram. The behaviour of tested connections are situated somewhere between the pinned and

semi-rigid boundary lines.
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Fig.6 (ni-tj) iliagram
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The non-dimensional parameters used in this diagram are. Ret" [4)

M - Ebb
m - i|i

M,„U,

I lere.

: the plastie moment capacity of the beam

E : the modulus of elasticity of steel
1 : the moment of inertia of the cross-section of the beam

M
The bisher values of ratios and connection stiffness can be achieved if the webs of the

profiles are strengthened.

5. Conclusions

In the (M-(j>) diagrams, the relations between the values of moments and rotations are increasing
linearly up to the yield moment level and then tending to curve until the connection collapses.

There is not any given procedure irCthe literature to evaluate the moment resistance of this kind
of connections to compare by test results. The most similar connection to the tested ones in the

study is the web cleat connections composed by I profiles. So the tested cormections compared
by these kind of connections and the classification conditions given in Eurocode 3 for cleat
connections are used to decide the type of the connections used in the study.

Column does not affect to the moment resistance of the connection; the bolt hole yielding is the

most effective component on the behaviour of the joint. To obtain a greater moment resistance for
the connection, the webs of the profiles should be strengthened.

As mentioned above, the tested connection has a very low strength and stiffness and connections
are situated somewhere between the pinned and semi-rigid boundary lines. When a composite
beam is used in the connection the strength and stiffness of the specimen is obviously enhanced.

In the practice, this kind of beams are mainly used as continuous beams. So, the values of the

rotations encountered in the tests with cantilever samples show greater values compared by the
beams used in practice.

This study is to be intended as the starting point of a general research project aimed to extend for
the connections in which beams designed by double channels.
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